To solve the problem of tracking maneuvering target in the presence of clutter, the debiased converted measurement based interacting multiple model (IMMDCM) estimator in combination with the probabilistic data association (PDA) technique is proposed for airborne target tracking. Under the architecture of the proposed algorithm, the IMM deals with the model switching, the debiased converted measurement filter accounts for non-linearity in the dynamic system models, while the PDA handles data association and measurement uncertainties in clutter.
Introduction
Maneuvering target tracking is a hot topic in the field of target tracking. The key problem of maneuvering target tracking is to establish an accurate target's movement model and a suitable tracking filtering algorithm. Target's maneuvering refers to the sudden change in unpredictable circumstances, such as performing some sort of tactic actions, including acceleration, deceleration, International Symposium on Computers & Informatics (ISCI 2015) steering and so on. Now, the interacting multiple model (IMM) algorithm is widely used for maneuvering target tracking [1] .
Combining IMM with appropriate data association algorithm can realize maneuvering target tracking in clutters [2, 3] , such as ML-PDA, IMMPDA, IMM-MHT and so on. A ML-PDA algorithm has been shown to be robust in a cluttered environment for a constant velocity target. However, it cannot be applied to the situation where targets undergo maneuvers. An adaptive update rate tracking algorithm based on modified IMM-PDA is proposed to avoid tracking loss of maneuvering target tracking in clutters [4] . An IMMPDAF algorithm was proposed to support the navigation and surveillance services of the air traffic management system [5] . In order to gain possible improvement on the tracking performance, the debiased converted measurement based interacting multiple model (IMMDCM) estimator is combined with the PDA filter to create an IMMDCMPDA filter for airborne target tracking. 
Radar Data Debiased Converted Measurement
If the measurement errors of r , β and θ are small and target distance is close, errors statistic approximations obtained in Cartesian coordinates are accurate. These approximations are obtained by taking the first-order terms of a Taylor series expansion for the (2) to approximate the Cartesian coordinate errors as cos cos cos sin x = r rsin cos r
(5) the average true deviation a µ and average true covariance a R of converted measurement can be found in [6] . When measurement in the spherical coordinate is converted to be in Cartesian coordinate, the measurement is modified as 
IMMDCMPDA Algorithm Principle
Supposing there are r model-matched filters used by IMMDCM-PDA. One complete cycle of the proposed IMMDCM-PDA algorithm is given as follows (1) Mixing probabilities calculation.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1) 
Where m k is the number of validated measurements.
is the likelihood of the jth measurement for jth PDA filter, 
Simulation and Results
In this paper, the CV model and Singer model are selected to build in the IMMDCMPDA algorithm. The target dynamic model can be found in [7] . The following example of tracking a highly maneuvering airborne target is considered.
The sampling rate is 0.1 T = s. The relative trajectory of target and aircraft platform is shown in Fig.1. Fig.2, Fig.3 and Fig.4 show the position estimation error of two algorithms, respectively. 
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel IMMDCMPDA algorithm is proposed, which is capable of adaptively tracking the maneuvering airborne target in clutter. By abandoning the Kalman filter framework and using DCM filter in the proposed algorithm, the good tracking precision is achieved without increasing the computational complexity. The IMMDCMPDA algorithm achieves a better tracking performance compared with the IMMEKFDA. Simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm for maneuvering target tracking in clutters.
